
 

The Structural Integration 12-Series 

The 12-Series is a protocol for completely unwinding and resetting posture and body 
habits that restrict you, cause you pain, or are simply no longer of benefit to you.  We 
begin with a thorough postural analysis/body reading.  We'll identify distinguishing 
features of your structure and establish goals for the series.  From there the sessions 
follow a prescription for addressing your mayofascial system stem-to-stern.  The first 
four sessions iron out the superficial sleeve of connective tissue in cardinal lines that 
roughly equate to meridians around the body (Front, Back, Side, Spiral).  In the second 
four sessions we awaken, call forth and balance the support of the deep core, diaphragms 
and spinal musculature. (Deep Front Lower, Deep Front Upper, Deep back, Head and 
Neck*).  The final four sessions are integrative in that their goal is to get the newly-
balanced major joint systems of the body (Hips, Shoulders, Arms, Spine) moving 
together with poise and harmony. 

Every session ends with an integrative technique, a postural tip or two, and some 
intention/homework for the week ahead.  Expect shifting, settling, new awareness and 
change from session to session.  Expect also the changes to keep happening well after the 
series is complete.  For many, the end of the 12-series is the beginning of many months or 
more of  improved range, ease and function.  Of course, many also come back for tune 
ups (see: 3-series) or to repeat the series but generally not before a calendar year has 
passed. 

Schedule sessions weekly, depending on your schedule's demands and allowances.  From 
time to time, a week might lapse between sessions.  It's okay.  Repeated lapses, however, 
threaten to sap momentum.  Some wish to schedule more frequently.  It can work.  It 
might not.  We can discuss what makes the most sense. 

* NB: Session 8: Neck and Head, includes intra-oral and nasal work, provided they are 
not contraindicated.  


